Candy canes and happy holiday banners decorated the light posts in downtown Hollidaysburg in time for the Halloween parade in late October. In turn, it’s “Happy New Year” for the AIA Middle Pennsylvania chapter as November marks our transition of new officers and conclusion to the year’s events. The year will end at the AIA PA’s Leadership Conference in Harrisburg on November 19, 2008. One item on the agenda is for each local chapter to report on highlights of the past year.

Here is a snapshot of our actions from the past two-year term including items still in the works:

- Budget annually to send representation to participate in Grassroots and the National Convention - this is a great experience and enlightening to connect with the AIA at the state and national level
- Hold an annual picnic – this is one of the most well attended events of the year
- Tour buildings under construction or recently completed – building tours are very popular and interesting to our members
- Initiate meetings in Williamsport – this action reaches out to our larger geographic region and Penn College of Technology Architecture Program
- Publish member projects in PA Business Central newspaper – this gives opportunity for all of our members to publish their work
- Hold bi-annual symposium – this is a big event for vendors
- Hold annual joint meets with local chapters of ASHREA and CSI – we are coordinating events more closely with CSI since we share members
- Use website and newly designed electronic newsletter to share information – we are looking to add regular columns on topics such as LEED and the building code
- Hold hands-on construction seminars with local Carpenter’s Union – this year’s seminar on fasteners was postponed but still possible in the future
- Build relationships with Penn State Architecture Program - we sponsor AIAS Forum, Night with the Pros, meetings on campus at architecture building, and sponsor the high school architectural summer camp
- Looking to memorialize deceased members through design competitions with students – maybe we will work look to elementary or high school students to show their skills
- Looking to collaborate with Habitat for Humanity – president elect, Rick Cyman of Sheetz, is contacting Habitat on behalf of both Sheetz and our chapter
- Looking to purchase ARE study materials for the benefit of associate members – this is one of the things the chapter is doing to provide more tangible benefits to members.

In the spirit of looking forward, such as the candy cane back drop for Halloween, please join me in welcoming Rick Cyman as 2009 President of the AIA Middle Pennsylvania Chapter. I am okay with the moment and even earning the title of Past President.
WHEN CAN WE ALL JUST GET ALONG

I have been working with a building owner on a small project [big project for them] and have experienced again the ‘cold war’ between the designers and builders.

No sooner had we put out a set of plans for bids than the builders and vendors were telling the customer what was wrong with the plans. ‘This is the worst set of documents that I have seen.’ ‘This is too complicated.’ ‘The system will never work.’ ‘Why am I responsible for patching and painting?’ We heard this from both contractors and from competing sales representatives [even from the same manufacturer]. I have heard this time and time again in my career.

Why the cold war? Look at the landscape from the other side. How many times do we say the same thing about contractors? ‘They are just looking for change orders.’ ‘They shop all of their subcontractors and don’t care at all about quality.’ And so on and so on.

It so happened that while this was going on, I went to a football game with a classmate who went over to the dark side. His company moved him from managing their design staff to managing their newly acquired construction management staff. So how did he, an architect, do this?

He had one simple rule: emphasize the positives not the negatives! When he did this he found out that most builders bring a lot to the table. They have good ideas. Look around at our work. It isn’t going to happen without the builder; we need to find a way to get along. If you have attended any of the AIA Middle Pennsylvania workshops with the Carpenters Union in Gallitzin, you quickly found out that the young apprentices were learning quite a lot about the practical means to build correctly and profitably. As they advance in the construction field they bring that same knowledge to the construction process. I think that contractors, almost always, can add something of value to the final design product. We need to look at our contractor and vendor friends and praise the positive in public before we discuss our concerns in private.

BUSINESS CENTS: Learn to praise the builders and vendors on your project, and they may just learn to give you a little well deserved praise too.
For the Good of the Order

Comments on the Profession of Architecture by Tom Columbus, AIA

Don’t look now, but IBC revision 2009 and LEED revised version 2009 are just about upon us. International Code Council Members have received their notice that the new triennial version of the IBC family of Codes is available for ordering with delivery to occur in March 2009. As we know, the Pennsylvania Legislature worded the Pennsylvania Uniform Construction Code to automatically adopt any IBC triennial updates. Per a recent memo from Middle Chapter Member Dallas Miller, a new Uniform Construction Code Review and Advisory Council will establish the extent of adoption of the new Code items. Another new face to work with will be the USGBC’s LEED 2009 updated version for the certification of “green buildings”. This document is scheduled to be published in January 2009 and is to be used for new construction certification.

Stay tuned for any programs to be offered by the Middle Chapter in discussing these new standards.
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